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I. PROLOGUE

I started a recent class on syllogisms by handing out a short editorial from a local newspaper. The unnamed author had taken offense at Focus on the Family's [FN1] allegation that SpongeBob SquarePants [FN2] was being used to *776 promote the gay agenda. The syllogism I invited the students to find in the editorial unfolded something like this:

SpongeBob SquarePants is a sponge.
Sponges have no sex.
Therefore, SpongeBob SquarePants has no sexual preference or agenda.

One student promptly raised his hand. “I just googled sponges - experts think they are not truly asexual,” he said with a note of triumph in his voice, blissfully unaware that he had missed the point of the exercise completely.

This skillful googler is the norm, not the exception. Current students are able to pluck facts out of the ether faster than most of their professors can say “SpongeBob SquarePants.” But access to information doesn't always beget wisdom, or even minimal understanding. Addressing this disconnect, as it manifests itself in the law school classroom, is one goal of this article.

In another law school class, a different student rushed up to me at the break. She was a top student, never missing a beat in class discussions and earning top grades on interim assignments. On this particular occasion, she told me she had gotten a text message and had to leave class early. It is clear that texting is a routine part of her class time--not even worth a comment or explanation. Yet, clearly, it never detracted from her academic focus. Later, I hired her as a research assistant. At our first meeting I started an overview of the work for the semester. “Would you like a pad to take notes?” I asked. “Oh,” she said, surprised, “no, I guess I never think of taking paper notes.” And she whipped out a laptop.

Her relationship with technology is clearly different from mine. She is a digital native; I'm a digital immigrant. [FN3] I struggle to master my *777 computer's quirks and to translate its obscure message into something I can understand. She, on the other hand, learned its language as she learned English. [FN4] She approaches technology armed with intuition, not with manuals. [FN5] This is the other half of the equation facing law school professors today. No matter how computer savvy we think we are, we have a different relationship with technology. The language of the digital universe is a second language to the boomer generation, [FN6] and to the earliest members of generation X. [FN7] Our students are native speakers. The final goal of this article is to suggest strategies to bridge this divide.

In this article, I first explore the characteristics members of Generations X and Y exhibit as those characteristics relate to their experience in law school. To do this, I describe the technological milieu in which they grew up, the education they received, and the learning styles they exhibit. Second, I isolate and explore some of the problems that these characteristics create in a law school classroom and suggest strategies to maximize the successful integration of Generation X and Y students into law school. Surprisingly, one key strategy can be borrowed from the mutual fund industry, where mutual fund companies have developed highly successful strategies to capture the attention of younger investors. The strategies I discuss are holistic, designed to minimize the stress and conflict *778 that can arise on either side of the podium.

II. CURRENT LAW STUDENTS: A GENERATIONAL WHO'S WHO

In 2007, approximately one-third of law students were members of Generation X; two-thirds were members of Gen-
eration Y, or the Millennial Generation. [FN8]

The broadest definition of Generation X [FN9] sweeps in those individuals born between 1961 and 1981; these are students aged approximately 26 to 46. [FN10] More common and conservative definitions of Generation X are somewhat narrower, setting the range from 1965 to 1982. [FN11] Generation Y, also called the “Millennial Generation” or simply “Millenials,” are the individuals born between 1977 and 2003, aged approximately 4 to 30. [FN12] Other names have been attached to various subgroups. For example, students born between 1975 and 1985 have been dubbed the “MTV generation.” [FN13] and some scholars have labeled students born between 1997 and the present as the “Net Generation.” [FN14]

These subgroupings correspond to generational or environmental differences that are too slight to affect the substance of the present analysis. They do illustrate an inherent difficulty in all current attempts at generational line-drawing. Because no single historical event defines the beginning or end of Generation X, Y, or any subgroup of these generations, the terms are necessarily fluid. [FN15] Unlike the Baby Boom generation, for example, clearly defined by the events and emotions that surrounded the end of World War II, [FN16] characteristics of a Generation Y student born in the late 70s may be a mix of what experts consider X characteristics and Y characteristics. [FN17] For the most part, however, the student characteristics relevant to this discussion are the same for Generations X, Y, and most subgroups. Most of the time we can, therefore, streamline the discussion by referring to “Gen X Y” students.

III. GEN X Y: LIFE EXPERIENCES AND LEARNING STYLES

When we examine the experiences these students have shared, we find three broad, defining characteristics, characteristics that remain remarkably constant within the generation group as a whole, and across most of the cultural and geographic boundaries of the world’s developed countries. [FN18] The first set of characteristics flows from the ready availability of technology itself. The second set of characteristics flows from the fact that these students are in various stages of being or becoming adult learners. And finally, with regard to Gen X Y in America, various facets of the educational system as a whole influenced the entire generation of students that now sit in law school classrooms.

A. The Effects of Access to Technology

Unlike members of any previous generation, members of Gen X Y have had access to readily available information through the internet for virtually their whole lives. One study suggests that an average of 20% of Gen X Y students started using computers at age 5. [FN19] In fact, in 2003, when the U.S. Census Bureau collected data on computer use by American children aged 3-17, it concluded that it was no longer necessary to distinguish between a child's access to a computer and actual use. [FN20] Almost 9 out of 10 children who lived in a home with a computer used the computer. [FN21] By 2003, that meant that 86% of all American children were computer literate. [FN22]

To a Gen X Y student, the internet is access to music and to other forms of entertainment. But, it is also a vast system of social contacts and networking, through text messaging, web pages, emails, and instant messaging systems; communication systems that the Gen X Y often chooses over face to face contact or even a telephone conversation. [FN23] In fact, a survey of Gen X Y attitudes towards the internet found that instead of agreeing that it was “life enhancing technology,” they tended to simply think of it as “life.” [FN24] Internet access at this level has thus fundamentally altered some characteristics of Gen X Y law students, when compared to previous generations of law students, in terms of their relationship to information.
Since internet information appears on one’s computer screen with little investment of time or effort, Gen X Y students have developed a predominantly passive relationship to information and an expectation of instant gratification. [FN26] Even computer use for entertainment, like video games, is essentially passive. It requires less investment of time or effort than the entertainment of previous generations. A baby boomer may have gone to a movie or concert; the movie or concert comes to the Gen X Y student. The typical Gen X Y student has not even had the experience of waiting through commercials for the denouement of a television program. [FN27] DVRs, TiVo, and VCRs have made even that small exercise of patience unnecessary. The Gen X Y student receives—and expects--instant gratification unknown to his or her parents or older siblings.

Not only has the Gen X Y student come to expect instant gratification from technology, but the perception of the learning experience itself has been fundamentally altered. Just as technology is perceived as a fundamental facet of life, not just as a separate enhancement, so too the educational process has become inextricably linked to entertainment. [FN28] The Gen X Y student’s earliest experiences with learning included television shows like Sesame Street, which combined learning with fast paced entertainment. [FN29] As one blogger put it, “Sesame Street made me want my MTV... Please, Sesame Street is one super sweet birthday party away from MTV.” [FN30]

As Gen X Y grew up, television programs proliferated to appeal to them; and educational content, as it was delivered, was entertainment. [FN31] The Daily Show with John Stewart, for example, was specifically designed to package information as entertainment. And if anyone doubted that the Daily Show was truly information just as surely as it was entertainment, he need only recall that, despite the ongoing comic exchanges and satire, some of the show’s most highly-rated, enduring moments involved intensely serious political issues and patriotism. On April 4, 2006, for example, Jon Stewart confronted his long-time friend, United States Senator John McCain, about his decision to speak at Liberty University. [FN32] Similarly, years earlier Jon Stewart discussed his perspective on 9/11: “The view from my apartment was the World Trade Center and now it’s gone and they attacked it. This symbol of American ingenuity and strength and labor and imagination and commerce is gone. But you know what the view is now? The Statue of Liberty.” [FN33] With education inextricably linked to entertainment, it is hardly surprising that as Gen X Y students matured, they experienced education from the vantage point of a consumer, and felt entitled to an educational experience that spoke to them in accessible, even entertaining ways.

The fast paced, omnipresent access to data, entertainment, and entertaining data that technology created also shaped Gen X Y students into expert multitaskers who tend to block out information not seen as immediately relevant. [FN34] For them, information is perceived as a readily available commodity often only keystrokes away. The immediacy of information for Gen X Y students is a drastic contrast to members of previous generations, who experienced information as difficult to acquire. [FN35] For baby boomer students, information was in distant libraries or waiting to be discovered in stacks of paper. [FN36] These older students, therefore, strove to retain information, and, as part of the retention process, to organize it and synthesize it. [FN37] This difference can perhaps best be understood as the difference between “just in case” learners and “just in time” learners. [FN38] Baby Boomer students attempt to retain information “just in case” they need it later. [FN39] Gen X Y students are not interested in specific information until they see the need for it; they tend to want information “just in time.” [FN40]

This Gen X Y belief that information is readily available, even overwhelmingly available, has also influenced their relationships with professors. To members of previous generations, professors were a valued source of information; information itself was rare or fairly difficult to obtain. [FN41] Members of Gen X Y, on the other hand, perceive information as only a few keystrokes away, at least as available to them as it is to the figure in the front of the classroom. In this sense, Gen X Y students may consider themselves far more the professor’s equal than members of any previous generations. [FN42] Hence, Gen X Y students may make comments like “I don’t agree with your comments” on a paper or ex-
am, [FN43] questioning a professor in ways students of previous generations virtually never did. [FN44]

B. The Adult Learner: A Hands-on Problem Solver

The second of the broad, interlocking characteristics that affect Gen X Y students when they enter law school is that they are all adult learners, or in various stages of becoming so. [FN45] Although adult learning theory does not change from generation to generation, the characteristics of adult learners mirror many of the generational characteristics associated with Gen X Y. Thus, adult learning theory may be particularly important in the Gen X Y classroom. Adult learners share a core of six key characteristics; [FN46] recognizing these characteristics enhances the adult student's ability to learn, and in some cases, can mean the difference between grasping a new concept or failing to do so.

The first characteristic has been described as the adult learner's need to feel that he or she is engaging in the learning process voluntarily. [FN47] Adult learners must feel that the educational task is building on past experiences and is relevant to their goals. [FN48] In this sense, the Gen X Y student's characteristics are similar to those of the typical adult learner of any generation. As noted earlier, the Gen X Y student--already awash in information from omni present technological resources--must feel facts or concepts are of some immediate usefulness before they will be retained. [FN49] Thus, although the paradigm of the adult learner may posit a broader definition of voluntariness, both groups share some need for personal relevance.

Second, adult learners generally require an environment of mutual respect that encourages them to challenge concepts presented and challenges their responses without denigrating them. [FN50] Intimidation is a poor motivator with adult learners. [FN51] The obvious corollary to the Gen X Y student's experience of the classroom is the feeling of equality with the professor that Gen X Y students tend to feel as a result of their own information gathering skills--or perception of those skills, at least. [FN52] Indeed, studies have shown that Gen X Y students prefer collegial, approachable professors and overwhelmingly reject an authoritarian teaching style. [FN53]

Third, adult learners need to feel that they are involved in a collaborative classroom effort on several levels. At its most obvious level, collaboration through group learning has been found as effective for adult learners, as it has been for Gen X. [FN54] On a macro level, studies of adult learners show that they learn best when they have some role in refining class roles and learning priorities. [FN55] To the extent that adult learners can be considered a discrete group from Gen X and Y, the reasons that collaboration enhances a course or class may differ. [FN56] Adult learners with work experience and specific goals for a given learning experience may value macro collaboration as a tool in reaching these goals. [FN57] Gen X Y, perceiving professors as “differently abled” adults and not necessarily as part of a hierarchy, may see macro collaboration as simply the logical extension of any learning environment--“we can all learn from each other.” [FN58] Whatever one identifies as the underlying motivation, however, multifaceted collaboration is clearly an effective strategy for adult learners, for Gen X Y, and especially for Gen X Y as adult learners in the law school classroom.

Fourth, adult learners learn best when they can fit new concepts into the context of their past experiences. [FN59] An adult learner absorbs new information by applying it to an experience or specific situation, real or simulated, reflecting upon this application, and then transferring it to a different context. [FN60] This characteristic is at the core of the fifth characteristic as well. Adult learners need to learn by doing; they must be actively engaged with new material through discussion, problem solving, or writing. [FN61] In short, active learning requires participation and context.

This overwhelming preference for active learning also immerses repeatedly as a key characteristic in studies of Gen X Y law students, regardless of whether they are, strictly speaking, adults. [FN62] Thus, Gen X Y law students are less
able to grasp information presented through a passive, auditory format like a lecture [FN64] and benefit from educational experiences that are predominantly active such as role playing, participating in clinical experiences, externships, clerkships, and moot court. [FN65]

Finally, successful adult learning requires frequent and varied opportunities for evaluation. [FN66] Evaluations that allow students to assess their own progress periodically and adjust their participation accordingly enhance the effectiveness of the educational experience, essentially providing context and an opportunity, once again, for the adult learner to be an active participant. [FN67]

This characteristic has particular significance for Gen X Y students, who learn best when they are actively engaged with the material. [FN68] A key part of active engagement, and of participation in the classroom, is the give and take of feedback between professor and student. [FN69] Feedback--like frequent opportunities for evaluation--confirms to students that they have grasped the concepts involved. [FN70] With this confirmation, they can progress through the learning process in the small steps their life experiences have taught them to expect. [FN71] Since their technology-laced experience has conditioned them to receive information in small, discrete portions, rather than engaging in a lengthy process of learning with results deferred, frequent evaluation can enhance the learning process directly. [FN72]

Frequent feedback is also important to the process of teaching Gen X Y students to accept and understand the relationship between law faculty and law students. Gen X Y students tend to reject the hierarchy of teacher/student and may regard themselves as individuals who are fully as competent as their professors. [FN73] Their first impulse may be to reject a professor's constructive criticism as simply a different evaluation of their work, no more authoritative than their own. [FN74] Every professor teaching Gen X Y students is familiar with the student who announces that he or she does not “agree” with critical comments [FN75] or wants to offer class management criticisms of his own. [FN76] Frequent evaluation can help these students appreciate that the professor is more experienced, at least, and may help establish the professor as an authority figure, albeit a collegial one. [FN77]

C. School Days: The Effect of the American Educational System on the Gen X Y Student

The American school system imposed fewer academic requirements on the Gen X Y student than it had imposed on any previous generation in modern times, and this difference left an indelible mark on the students who sit in law school classes today. A series of reports released in the last five years document those changes; Gen X Y students received little training in--or experience with--serious academic writing in high school. In 2003, the National Commission on Writing in America's Schools and Colleges [FN78] reported that approximately 40% of high school seniors either “never” or “hardly ever” received writing assignments in excess of three pages in English class. [FN79] The 2003 study also noted that only one high school student in four could be considered “proficient” in writing, and only one in a hundred could be classified as advanced. [FN80] “[M]ost students,” the study concluded, could not “write well enough to meet the demands they face[d] in higher education and the emerging work environment.” [FN81] The authors declared that in high school, the extended research paper and senior thesis were dead, [FN82] victims of class size, underfunding, and the resulting constraints on teachers' time. [FN83] In short, the report classified the situation as a crisis, which called for nothing less than a cultural “revolution.” [FN84]

Five years later, however, the recommended revolution in high school writing instruction had not occurred: “No significant change was detected in the performance of twelfth graders” between the 1998 report and the report in 2002. [FN85] If one dared to hope that some as yet undetectable--but genuine--improvement was afoot, statistics from 2007 would prove one wrong. In 2007, the percentage of twelfth graders performing at or above the “proficient” level was unchanged since 2002. [FN86]
A second report used United States Census Bureau figures gathered in 1982, 1992, and 2002 to explore a parallel dimension of the American educational experience. [FN87] In July 2004, the National Endowment for the Arts released a report examining the reading habits of Americans across the board, in an attempt to quantify and track cultural changes. [FN88] With regard to reading, it found that the percentage of Americans reading any kind of book had declined 20% in 20 years, and that in the interval between 1982 and 2002, the category of young American adults had gone from being the group most likely to read literature to one of the groups least likely to read literature. [FN89]

If members of Gen X Y were leaving high school with little or no rigorous experience in reading and writing, they were also completing formal secondary education in an atmosphere somewhat inimical to rigorous academic training itself. Beginning in the late 1960s, the emphasis of American educational institutions shifted from a focus on academic skills to a focus on the self-esteem of its students. [FN90] By 1986, promotion of self-esteem was official state policy in California and a pervasive influence across all the nation's schools. [FN91] “Feel good” education had been born.

The self-esteem movement began to take root in the American educational system in the sixties, an offshoot of that era’s atmosphere of self-discovery and its rejection of authority. [FN92] This movement took the position that students needed to discover ideas for themselves, rather than having information delivered to them via a set curriculum or textbook. [FN93] Educational reformers differed as to details, [FN94] but most espoused a general belief that adult direction of school children should be limited, and teachers should follow student direction as much as possible. [FN95] These education reformers took the position that students were intrinsically motivated, rather than extrinsically motivated; thus, teacher-led instruction, and presumably teacherly correction itself, was unhelpful. [FN96] Classes in “Life Skills” and a focus on understanding one’s feeling came to supplant academics. [FN97] Overwhelmingly, educators came to believe that developing student self-esteem was one of the primary goals of public education. [FN98]

The self-esteem movement as it unfolded in California demonstrates the extent to which society—not just educators—embraced these theories. California schools, like most nationally, had embraced self-esteem boosting goals into their mission statements and lesson plans. [FN99] Nevertheless, the legislature felt the goal of enhanced self-esteem was sufficiently compelling to create and fund a task force whose primary goal was to boost the self-esteem of students in California school systems. [FN100] Enhanced self-esteem, it was believed, would serve as a sort of “social vaccine” that would reduce social problems like teenage pregnancy and drug use and would improve academic performance. [FN101] On paper, at least it was a seductive proposition. [FN102]

However appealing its intentions, in practice the self-esteem movement was largely responsible for three specific and troublesome trends in American secondary education that reverberate through law school classrooms today. First, rigorous academic requirements and criticism of student work came to be regarded as inimical to an educational program designed to boost self-esteem. [FN103] Failing students or giving bad grades would lower their self-esteem. [FN104] Students quickly came to expect good grades, and to be rewarded for effort rather than achievement. [FN105]

If one’s focus is on promoting positive feelings, grading becomes a process of revealing strengths, not a means of suggesting that “Johnny is anything less than a stellar student.” [FN106] Similarly, lowering standards and expectations ensured that students would not be subject to criticism. [FN107] Social promotion prevented feelings of being stigmatized. [FN108] Under these circumstances, students were routinely encouraged to feel better and better while achieving less and less. [FN109] Predictably, the student who encounters demanding assignments, and significant criticism for the first time in the law school classroom will react with confusion and hostility. [FN110]

A second effect of educational programs focused on enhancing student self-esteem was that these programs distorted
the significance of praise. Praise was used to promote feelings of self-worth, not to recognize the tangible achievement that results from sustained effort. [FN111] Teachers were expected to give A’s for effort and, in a sense, rigorous standards were regarded as a form of oppression. [FN112] Living within the confines of an educational system organized in this way, students came to expect good grades but did not expect to have to work for them. In the educational system as a whole, this disconnect resulted in grade inflation, [FN113] lowered expectations, and social promotion. [FN114] It also filled law school classrooms with students who couldn't accept less than an “A.” These students were prone to challenging their grades, arguing for a better grade because they “never got such a low grade,” or because they “really tried, or because they “read other student papers and mine was just as good.” [FN115] These students feel entitled to good grades. Having cut their teeth on the self-esteem curriculum of American education, the idea that grades represent an objective standard is difficult to grasp, indeed. [FN116]

IV. EPILOGUE

The rhetorical question is always asked: “Why should law teachers try to understand the new breed of students?” [FN117] “Why change our way of teaching? Why shouldn't they change their way of learning?” [FN118] The answer is both philosophical and practical. First, as lawyers, our entire profession is built on communication and persuasion, understanding audience, and managing human interaction. [FN119] To assert at this late date that we have no obligation to communicate effectively to this new audience is fundamentally contradictory.

Second, even if we had no impulse to practice what we preach, adapting to our Gen X Y students makes teaching the law less stressful, [FN120] more satisfying, and easier for everyone. It is practical in the way that the best lawyers have always been practical. Rewrite the jury instructions so they can be understood. [FN121] Cast your argument in terms that the audience-- lay people--can understand.

A. A Guru for the Google Generation

As law teachers, we must change. Law professors teaching past generations were purveyors of information, revered for the information they could impart. [FN122] Information, knowledge, and wisdom all seemed inextricably connected. Access to technology severed this connection for the Gen X Y law student. Gen X Y students are expert gatherers of information, or so they perceive themselves to be. [FN123] The successful law teacher must transcend the old role of providing information and become a guru.

At every institution there are professors who convey substantive information competently, but do so without flare or personal energy. Others engage students with personal insight, experience, and energy. The latter are popular with students and more effective as educators. [FN124] We can guess that their effectiveness is due to the guru model of their teaching; but if we were confined to the law school setting, it would be difficult to prove that this is the source of their success. We cannot go into the law school classroom and transform professors from readers of yellowed notes to star quality gurus--or vice versa--to gauge student response. Fortunately, however, we have an analogous experience with Gen X Y in a different context that demonstrates how information can best be conveyed to members of this generation, and which communications strategies engage their attention best. This context is the world of investment choices-- specifically, the mutual fund segment of the financial services industry. In the last sixty years, mutual funds have evolved from reliable, if bland, sources of investment decisions to an investment vehicle with “guru style” management. In terms of reaching Gen X Y investors, it has been a strikingly successful transformation.

*792 Mutual funds are collective investments that allow individuals to pool their money in a variety of investments,
while offering the benefits of professional investment decision-making and management. [FN125] The first mutual funds, organized in 1945, were managed by committees of financial professionals. [FN126] The committees generated reliable investment decisions and the funds delivered steady, if modest, returns on investments to their shareholders for two decades. [FN127] In short, the early committees were purveyors of information, valued for their investment knowledge. [FN128] As the 1960s wore on, however, the “stodgy” anonymous committee of financial professionals behind some mutual funds was replaced with an individual portfolio manager. [FN129]

Perhaps initially this variation simply reflected a “60's era” fascination with the “perceived brilliance” of the individual versus the limitations of organized groups. Certainly it made good copy: the media was a willing accomplice in portraying the new mutual fund manager as a guru and a star. Whatever the reasons for this change, as members of Gen X Y became investors, the individual portfolio manager became the dominant model for mutual fund decision making. Mutual funds no longer provided a nicely diversified investment opportunity backed by some committee's solid data; they provided access to the insights of a financial guru. And this, it seemed, was exactly what Gen X Y investors wanted.

By the turn of the millennium, the transformation of mutual fund management was nearly complete, and its appeal to Gen X Y investors was clear. Indeed, by 2002 not a single mutual fund was managed by a committee. [FN130] Instead, mutual fund management meant such luminaries as Fidelity's Peter Lynch, famous well beyond any circle of financial *793 insiders. [FN131] By 1998, furthermore, the newest generations of investors had responded: Generation X investors had 38% of their financial assets in mutual funds. [FN132] By contrast, Boomers, who averaged more than twice the financial assets of Generation X, had invested a paltry 27% in mutual funds. [FN133]

Six years later this trend is even clearer. By 2004 Generation X had invested 41% of its assets in mutual funds. [FN134] Even members of Generation Y, with only half the financial assets of Generation X [FN135] and only a fifth of the assets of their Boomer parents [FN136] had nearly 25% of their total assets invested in mutual funds. [FN137] Mutual funds were selling contact with gurus, and the newest investors were clearly buying.

Although the law school classroom may seem far removed from the hugger-mugger world of investments, studies of the current law school experience, as well as Gen X Y law students' own responses to surveys, suggest that law students would prefer a guru at the law school podium as well. In the financial world, investors are searching for a great return on their money through the “brilliance” of the manager. It isn’t a question of having information; investors all have access to the same data feeds. Instead, investors focus on the star manager--the guru--because he can synthesize the information into a useful whole. Similarly, in law school, students are seeking legal skills and information. As in the financial world, it is no longer really a question of the information itself. Professors all have information. Information is just a click or a commercial outline away. [FN138] But, like the star manager, the guru professor is more than the sum of available knowledge. He or she can breathe life into the information and so synthesize it into a meaningful whole. Indeed, although terminologies vary, most studies suggest that a new model for faculty-student relationships holds the answer. [FN139]

*794 Specific Gen X Y law student responses to questions about law school classes suggest that they want a “guru style” relationship with their professors. When asked about optimal circumstances for “concentrating on new or difficult information,” for example, a majority indicated that they would like to work with the professor present so that they can ask questions and discuss ideas. [FN140] Students consistently prefer collegial professors rather than professors who are intimidating or authoritative in style. [FN141] The professor as an individual is thus clearly important. Furthermore, a professor's positive attitude towards individual students contributes significantly to their academic success. [FN142] Although mutual fund manager/gurus' attitudes towards investors are not part of the investment equation, in the law school setting this finding suggests that the professor is, in fact, comparable to that manager/guru; his or her value does not lie simply in the transmission of information, but instead depends on some personal quality.
As professors, therefore, we become more effective when we inject our individual experience and energy into the classroom experience and attempt to engage students as “differently abled” adults. [FN143] The law professor teaching past generations did not need to learn students’ names. [FN144] Today, the most successful law professors learn everyone's names and more. They may ask about the students' aspirations as a lawyer, [FN145] their fears about the law school experience, [FN146] or their past experiences working or writing. They may acknowledge a student's absence. [FN147] All of these strategies create mutual respect and a more effective learning environment by engaging students. [FN148]

We also need to communicate information about ourselves and our professional experiences. We can tell illustrative anecdotes. [FN149] We can recount our own misunderstandings or failures as law students. [FN150] One legal writing professor shows a videotape of himself stumbling through his moot court argument as an earnest One L. The students laugh delightedly as he sweats and sways, and learn quickly what forensic pitfalls to avoid. [FN151] I always tell my students that I lost all the motions I was sent to argue in my first tremulous week as a new lawyer--but that the judge was kind and encouraging as he ruled against me. The students laugh, but hopefully gain a healthier perspective on the small failures that await them. Our experiences and insights may thus provide students with helpful information, but, far more significantly, these revelations position us as gurus; we expand our personas beyond a simple source of information. This is not to say, of course, that one enhances one's stature in the classroom with self serving references to credentials or accolades. Stories that repeatedly begin “[w]hen I was a student at Prestigious University, where I was on Law Review. . .” may simply alienate the Gen X Y listener. As Professor Tracy McGaugh has pointed out, Gen X Y students have been steeped in the egalitarian and anonymous world of the internet, and are generally unimpressed by the artificial gloss of elite hierarchy. [FN152] Thus, the same students who tune out their professor's recitation of her prestigious past will hang on her every word if she can relate the gritty details of an experience she has had that they will soon face. [FN153]

Some scholars suggest that increasing the use of technology in the law school classroom will enhance our ability to connect with the current generation of law students. [FN154] Adding a technological dimension to classroom material can, for example, be a welcome convenience for students accustomed to finding information on line. It is well to remember though, that, with perhaps a few exceptions, we cannot hope to impress our students with our technological facility. [FN155] As one student put it in an unsolicited remark to his professor, “Your power points are okay, but I really like it when professors just write on the board, and you can sort of see them thinking.” [FN156] If we aspire to be a “Peter Lynch-style star manager” [FN157] of our courses, the necessary changes lie in ourselves, our approach to our students, and our management of course material.

B. Timing is Everything (And Other Classroom Strategies)

The academic performance of Gen X Y students can be enhanced by the timing and presentation of assignments, by the content of class activities and material, and by the professor's feedback, both positive and negative. Indeed, classroom strategies can capitalize on Gen X Y characteristics to create a truly optimal classroom environment, potentially, at least, the envy of those who presided over the Boomer students of the past.

Although experiences with technology have engendered a “just in time” attitude in Gen X Y students, [FN158] as professors we can take advantage of that trait by timing the release of information and assignments to highlight its relevance and so to promote student engagement. Students of past generations may have benefited from seeing a detailed syllabus of an entire course at the first class meeting. As “just in case” learners they were accustomed to synthesizing and retaining information that would be relevant at some future time. [FN159] Since Gen X Y students, instead, block out information that they don't perceive as immediately necessary, however, they might not retain course requirements presen-
Furthermore, Gen X Y students need to appreciate the importance of information presented in order to retain it. To capitalize on these characteristics, then, a law school professor might, for example, give a comprehensive but skeletal syllabus on the first day, and supplement it weekly, biweekly, or monthly with a detailed version, specifying additional reading, interim assignments, review material, or learning goals against which the student can check his or her progress. Another way to capitalize on the Gen X Y student's tendency to retain material that is immediately relevant is to introduce the cases or other materials gradually, describing their relevance to legal problems, clients, or, pragmatically, to the student's overall success in the course. The professor can then use a time line, flow chart, or in class project to integrate information presented. Strategies such as these capitalize on current law students' profound enthusiasm for learning that which they perceive as useful, relevant, and timely.

Classroom time itself can be more effective when it involves full student participation and input rather than simply following the traditional approach of assigning readings and engaging students in a Socratic dialogue based on the reading. Actually, this traditional “Socratic” approach makes classroom time the product of the casebook and its authors, eliminating significant input from either the professor or the students. To break out of this limiting model, professors need to incorporate active learning strategies into the class. Contrast the following two approaches to teaching the application, effect, and purpose of a complex, multi-part statute. First, with the traditional model, the professor reads the statute to the class, adding a few comments and explanations. The professor may display some or all of the statute on a powerpoint and may ask a few students to respond to questions about the statute. Although this is a perfectly acceptable means of teaching the material, it is not active learning. Even the few students who are called upon to speak are simply responding, not actively learning.

In contrast, a second approach would actually convert class time to active learning time. In this alternative model, students are given the text of the same statute, and are also given a hypothetical scenario to which the statute might apply. In pairs or small groups the students analyze whether the statute should apply, both in terms of its black letter terms and its goals and purpose. The students then present their conclusions to the class or, in appropriate circumstances, argue the merits of the case for and against statutory application. When class time is refashioned in this way, students are actively involved in learning the material. Even more importantly, though, they acquire a stake in the classroom experience itself, and some control over how it unfolds. From the professor's point of view, this alternative model allows the professor to interact with small groups of students, offering insights, cementing relationships, and generally fulfilling the role of guru. Active learning strategies like these not only give students an opportunity to participate, but also a sense of personal investment in class time.

Incorporating more frequent feedback into the law school experience, and refashioning the tone and focus of that feedback, can also enhance Gen X Y students' learning. Traditional models of law school teaching involve infrequent feedback; in many courses the only feedback may be a grade on a final exam. Gen X Y students work best, however, when actively involved in short-term projects with access to the professor for input and guidance. Frequent feedback, therefore, breaks up the material to be mastered into more manageable segments and provides additional engagement both with the material itself, and with the professor.

More frequent feedback is also important because it reinforces students' perception and understanding of the professor's expertise. Growing up in the anonymous and egalitarian world of the internet and sophisticated technology gave Gen X Y students a fundamentally different concept of authority and expertise. Their own technical expertise generally exceeds that of their parents, teachers, and virtually all the older adults they know. Gen X Y students starting out in law school may, therefore, consider their own approach to a legal issue or drafting assignment a valid alternative to what is taught. Frequent, specific feedback helps to position the professor as the authority and to demonstrate that there is “a method to the madness.” Furthermore, this feedback doesn't have to consist of formal comments on lengthy pieces of
written work. Quick comments on short papers or verbal feedback when students are posing arguments in class or brainstorming in groups both accomplish this goal.

Even feedback delivered at frequent intervals may not achieve its goal unless we, as professors, also teach Gen X Y law students how to respond to it. The educational system which shaped current law students tended to use feedback as a means of raising student self-esteem. Thus, feedback was geared to highlighting strengths, not correcting weaknesses. [FN167] Grade inflation was rampant in American schools, leading many students to simply expect good grades. It is hardly surprising that some Gen X Y law students react to criticism with hostility or fail to respond to negative feedback as constructively as we might wish. [FN168]

One strategy to encourage a constructive response to criticism is to pair criticism with praise. If, for example, one part of a student's legal argument is well constructed and insightful and another part is conclusory and incomplete, we can point out the differences. Thus, the message is not that the student failed to live up to some external measure he or she may not value, but rather that the student has not lived up to his or her own proven ability. Similarly, we can teach students techniques for evaluating their own work, and some strategies for correcting weaknesses they themselves identify. The process of teaching legal writing provides a good example. In her seminal article, The Self Graded Draft, Professor Beazley lays out a systematic way for students to identify and evaluate the components of written legal analysis. [FN169] Students use highlighters to identify topic sentences, key terms, rules, rule explanations, and so on in each paragraph of legal analysis. [FN170] The process of isolating the individual building blocks of the analysis provides the critical distance necessary to spot weaknesses. [FN171] She notes, though, that the exercise is far more effective when it is paired with an additional assignment. After students finish highlighting the document, they must describe the specific steps they will take to correct the problems they have just discovered. [FN172]

C. Conclusion

The good news is that we don't have to try to pass for digital natives. And if, by chance, we are digital natives already, we do not need to be pigeonholed by technology. We do need to make small changes to our classes and to our critiques like the examples outlined above. In the final analysis, though, the best, most teachable moments will still come from the guru in each of us.

[FNa1]. Associate Professor of Legal Skills, Stetson University College of Law. Portions of this article were presented at the following: the University of California at Davis, August 2007, in connection with the debut of King Hall's new Legal Writing program; the Southeastern Regional Legal Writing Conference, Nova Southeastern Law School, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, September 2007; the Fourth International Conference on Knowledge, Technology and the Law, Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts, January 2008; and the Society of American Law Teachers [SALT] Teaching Conference, Thelton E. Henderson Center for Social Justice, Boalt Hall School of Law, University of California at Berkeley, CA, March 2008.
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